Year 2: Remote Learning Schedule
W/C 25th January

Monday
Lesson 1:

Tuesday
Lesson 2:

Wednesday
Lesson 3:

Thursday
Lesson 4:

Maths

Making equal groupsgrouping recap

Making equal groupsgrouping embed

Divide by 2

Odd and even numbers

(approx. 45 mins per lesson)

This week our focus is:
Division

Friday
Lesson 5:
Arithmetic Skills (5a)

Challenge yourself with
our weekly number skills
Click on the link here.
Click on the link here.
Click on the link here.
Click on the link here.
check.
You will find links to videos produced by White Rose Maths above. The questions and resources can be found below; if you didn’t
get a particular question correct (and you’re not quite sure why) then drop your teacher a message on ClassDojo!

Remember to log in to TT Rockstars each week to practise your times tables!
Message your teacher on ClassDojo if you’ve forgotten your login details.

Remember to share your learning on ClassDojo!
Take a photo of your work and upload it to your Dojo Portfolio or Messaging section for your teacher to see.

English

Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5:

Reading Comprehension
The Runaway Iceberg

To write a fact file
Write a short paragraph
about appearance/
adaptations of an
Antarctic animal.

To write a fact file.
Write a short paragraph
about the diet/habitat of
an Antarctic animal.

To write a fact file
Engage the reader by
writing WOW facts.

To use question marks
Make an Antarctica quiz
using facts learnt during
this topic.

(approx. 45 mins per lesson)

This week our focus is:
Information texts –
fact files

The questions and resources can be found below; if you didn’t get a particular question correct (and you’re not quite sure why)
then drop your teacher a message on ClassDojo!

This week’s spellings are: one, once, ask, friend, school, push, pull, full, house, our (Remember to test yourself on Friday!)
Reading for Pleasure is such an important part of our curriculum – follow the link here to listen to the story ‘Cuddly Dudley’ by Jez Alborough
Reading for Productivity is a fantastic way for us to expand our knowledge and understanding

Mon:

Tues:

Wed:

Thurs:

Fri:

of our wider curriculum lessons. Read the texts and answer the attached questions.

Music

DT

PSHCE

Science

Computing

Extended Curricular Learning provides a great opportunity to exercise skills in foundation subjects and science. At the end of this pack, you will find 5 activities that
link to our topic: one for each day. Please continue to upload your work to ClassDojo for your teacher to see!

Maths lesson 1:

Maths lesson 2:

Maths lesson 2 continued:

Maths lesson 3:

Maths lesson 3 continued:

Maths lesson 4:

Maths lesson 4 continued:

Maths lesson 5:

Don’t forget to use drawings and
written methods to help you with
those tricky questions!
You have 15 minutes to complete
your arithmetic, set a timer and
then mark your work using the
answer sheet!

English- practise your spellings: Look, cover, say, write and check!

one
once
ask
friend
school
push
pull
full
house
our
Can you write some sentences that include 2 your spellings?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

English- Lesson 1 reading comprehension

English- Lesson 1 reading comprehension continued

English- Lesson 1 reading comprehension questions

English- Lesson 2
Using our WAGOLL from our live session, write a paragraph all about your animal’s features.
Include what they look like as well as how they adapt and survive in Antarctica.
Don’t forget to include:
• A question/heading
• Key facts
• Full sentences using capital letters, full stops and finger spaces.
• Conjunctions e.g. and, because, but
• Expanded noun phrases e.g. The clever penguin…
• A labelled diagram of your animal

You could use the templates attached or your own layout.

English Lesson 3
Using our WAGOLL from our live session, write a paragraph all about your animal’s diet and
habitat. Include whether they are a herbivore, omnivore or carnivore as well as where in
Antarctica they live. Don’t forget to list the food your animal eats.
Don’t forget to include:
• A question/heading
• Key facts
• Full sentences using capital letters, full stops and finger spaces.
• Conjunctions e.g. and, because, but
• Expanded noun phrases e.g. The clever penguin…

•

Commas in a list e.g. This super swimmer catches its prey including fish, krill, squid and
other small sea creatures.

English Lesson 4
Using our WAGOLL from our live session, write a family facts/ other information paragraph.
Include what a group of your animal is called as well as WOW facts to impress the reader.
Don’t forget to include:
• A question/heading
• Key facts
• Full sentences using capital letters, full stops and finger spaces.
• Conjunctions e.g. and, because, but, so
• Expanded noun phrases e.g. The clever penguin…
• Commas in a list e.g. This super swimmer catches its prey including fish, krill, squid and
other small sea creatures.

English Lesson 5
Now you have written your fact file, your job today is to create
a quiz all about your animal; you can even extend your
questions to include Antarctica. When it is finished, give your
quiz to someone else to test their knowledge.
VIPs:
• Remember question marks so thequestions are clear to
the reader.
• Your questions must have an answer that you know.
• Use different styles of questions.
Here are some examples:
YES/NO questions
E.g. Do penguins live in Antarctica?
Inference questions
(get your reader to have a think)

E.g. Why do you think penguins need to be good
swimmers?
Multiple choice questions
Do penguins eat:
a. fish, krill and squid
b. fish, skill and polar bears
c. krill, squid and ice
To complete your quiz, you need to write at least 8 different
questions for someone else to answer.
Don’t forget to share your work on ClassDojo.

Reading for productivity: Lesson 1- Music

Reading for productivity: Lesson 1- Music

Year 1-2 Extended Curricular Learning
Music- Deep Sea Explorers
Monday 25th January 2021 – Activity 1

VIPs
Music can be made with your body or an instrument. The dimensions of music are the separate parts that describe an
aspect of how the music sounds. Percussion instruments can be used to make a musical impression of the sea.
Today, you will learn about discoveries under the sea and how to create your own musical impression of the sea using
your body, voice and musical instruments:
1. Complete the reading for productivity to find out more about the sea.
2. Listen to pieces of music related to the sea and think about how it makes you feel.
3. Design and make your own piece of music using your body and recycles materials to build an instrument.
✓ Year 1 – Use cutting and sticking to decorate your instrument.
✓ Year 2 – Use different materials to create a range of sounds on one instrument.
Deepen the moment
Create a recording of yourself playing your recycled instrument. You could involve other members of your household, sing,
dance and even dress up! Add your videos to Class Dojo!

Reading for productivity- Lesson 2 DT

Year 1-2 Extended Curricular Learning
DT- A Moving Story
Tuesday 26th January 2021- Activity 2

VIPs
To make a part move you will need a mechanism. The slider is a rigid bar that moves backwards and forwards along a
straight line. A slider can make parts of an image move up and down or left and right. A story is a made-up series of
events including at least 1 character.
Today, you will learn about sliding pictures and how and why they are made. You will also learn how to create your own
story using moving parts.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Complete your reading for productivity.
Check your home for a sliding picture story.
Design your own sliding story using a story board (template attached).
Create your story on paper and add a sliding character or moving part.
✓ Year 1 – Create a story with a beginning, middle and end.
✓ Year 2 – Create a story with 4 key events. What could go wrong and how is it solved by the ending?

Deepen the moment
Tell your story to someone in your household or even upload a video to Class Dojo.

Reading for Productivity PSHCE:
What is mental health?
Mental health is about how you feel, think and sometimes behave. Lots
of children have mental health problems and it means they can feel
sad, angry or anxious.
What might happen?
If we feel unhappy and we can’t explain why, sometimes things can
get out of control. If we don’t deal with these feelings, things can get
very messy. We might fall out with our friends. We might get into
trouble at school. Our parents might get angry with us.
What Can We Do?
We often feel out of control of things that happen in our lives. We get told where we need to be, what time
we have to leave, who’s picking us up, even where we might be sleeping that night.
Eat Well, Feel Well

•
•
•

• We have all been told about healthy eating, and usually it’s to keep our bodies
fit and healthy. However, a good diet helps our mental health too.
• Don’t skip meals. We are designed to have three meals a day with some healthy
snacks in between. If we don’t eat regularly or healthily, we can feel grumpy, tired,
lose concentration and lack motivation to do anything.
Eat breakfast every day. Our bodies and minds have run out of fuel during the night and we need to
give ourselves a good start.
Avoid takeaways and ready meals. They are often full of things which don’t help our minds to work
efficiently.
Drink at least 6 glasses of water a day. It’s vital for our brain’s wellbeing.

Get Out there!
Exercise is very important for your mental health. Moderate exercise is recommended for up to 30 minutes a
day. Have a go!
Help Other People
There’s nothing like the feeling you get when you are appreciated
by other people. Helping them is a great way to do something
useful but also feel good about yourself.
Take Time Out
Things get really hectic at school these days and we can be just as busy at clubs and groups we go to after
school. When do we make time
for ourselves?
•
•
•

Recharge your batteries – even if you just lie on your bed for 10 minutes in peace and quiet.
Write down how you’re feeling. It’s a good way to get things off your mind without upsetting anyone
else.
Think of your favourite place. Remember what you might hear, see and feel like when you’re there.

Year 1-2 Extended Curricular Learning
PSHCE- Wellbeing
Wednesday 27th January 2021- Activity 3
VIPs
It is important to protect our mental health and to encourage others to protect theirs. Mental health is an
individual’s level of psychological well-being that can affect a person’s mood, thoughts and behaviour. It is
important to keep mentally well by being kind to ourselves.
Today, you will learn about the importance of well-being and having time for you. You will also learn about
what it means to be fit and healthy and how you can support other people’s mental health.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Complete your reading for productivity.
Design a healthy snack.
Optional- make your healthy snack.
Advertise your healthy snack using pictures, adjectives, a snappy slogan and the cost!
✓ Year 1 – Use 3 or more ingredients to make a flavoursome treat.
✓ Year 2 – Use ingredients from at least 2 different food groups to make your flavoursome treat.

Deepen the moment
Use the ‘Eat Well Plate’ to find out which food groups you have consumed the most this week.

Reading for Productivity Science:
Alive, dead or never been alive?
There are three categories we can group things into. These are: alive, dead
or never been alive. Below are some examples of these categories.

Things that are alive

Things that were once alive

Things that have
never been alive

All things which are classed as ‘alive’ can do these seven things: move,
feed, grow, get rid of waste (wee/poo), breathe oxygen, make more of their
own type (reproduce) and respond to the place they are in (change/adapt).
Fossils are the remains of animals that lived a long
time ago.
There are other things which have never been alive. We
know they have never been alive because they aren’t
made from something that could do all of the seven
things listen above.

Reading for productivity: Lesson 4 - Science
Questions
1.

How many categories are there?
__________________________________

2.

Name one example that is shown to be alive.
__________________________________

3.

Name one example that is shown to be dead.
__________________________________

4.

Find and copy 3 things that something which is alive can
do.
____________________________________________

5.

Is a fossil alive? Explain your answer.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

6.

What else could be put in the ‘never been alive’ category?
_________________________________________

7. Write 3 different examples of things that are alive.
___________________________________________

Year 1-2 Extended Curricular Learning
Science- Alive, dead, never alive
Thursday 28th January 2021- Activity 4
VIPs
Some things are living, some things are dead and some things have never been alive. Living things move and
grow.
Today, you will learn about the differences between objects which are alive, dead and have never been alive.
You will also explore your own home and local area to find out what is alive, dead and has never been alive
near you.
12. Complete your reading for productivity.
13. Create a chart to write your alive, dead, never alive findings.
14. Go on a hunt.
✓ Year 1 – Try to find 3 things for each category.
✓ Year 2 – Try to find 4 things for each category.
Deepen the moment
Use pictures, photographs or writing to show how we change whilst alive.
How have you changed since being a baby?

Reading for productivity: Lesson 5 - Computing

Year 1-2 Extended Curricular Learning
Computing- Algorithms
Friday 29th January 2021- Activity 5
VIPs
An algorithm is a precise set of instructions. Codes can be used to shorten algorithms. Turning right means to
turn in a clockwise direction. Turning left means to turn in an anticlockwise direction. A quarter turn is a 90degree angle turn.
Today, you will learn how to use positional language, give and follow instructions as well as create your own
algorithms.
15. Complete your reading for productivity.
16. Cut out your penguin counter and print your board/ make your own board.
17. Create a set of instructions using codes for your penguin to follow around your board.
✓ Year 1 – Use the codes F and B for forwards and backwards. Use the codes L and R for left and right.
✓ Year 2 – Use the codes F and B for forwards and backwards. Use the codes L90, R90 and L180 for
left and right as well as half turns.
Deepen the moment
Starting at the albatross, use codes to visit all of the Antarctic animals.

